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D'HUART INDUSTRIE is a
CALDER Group company
Total employees : 49
2011 Turnover : 17 M€
Accreditations :
ISO 9001:2008
ISO 14001:2004
DHI is a leading supplier of
radiation shielding products
to the French nuclear
industry and a specialist of
lead engineering products
and services to a wide
customer base

D’HUART INDUSTRIE is a leading
specialist in lead engineering. It is one
of Europe’s largest producers of
radiation shielding for the power,
medical, defense, research and
scientific markets;
ACTIVITIES
With more than 70 years
manufacturing experience, D'HUART
INDUSTRIE continues to grow in
strength through ongoing investment in
new manufacturing techniques in order
to meet the future requirements of its
customers.
Our qualified staff oversees the
manufacturing process from ingot to
finished product. From gravity castings,
pressure injection die-casting, rolling
and cutting, extrusions, machining or
boiler making, D'HUART INDUSTRIE is
capable of delivering those products to
the exact requirements of its
customers.
PRODUCTS - SERVICES
D'HUART INDUSTRIE produces products
for radiation and X-ray shielding :
Ready to use products : bricks to the
CEA EURATOM standards, wool and
shot, rolled sheet lead self-adhesive or
not,
Plates and rafters: D'HUART INDUSTRIE
develops shielding from rolled and
machined lead plates, for nondestructive control testing, control of
welding, light beams and synchrotrons.

Lead strips with assembly out of rafters
like bricks, but flexible in dimension for
installation of shielding for oncology
suites, medical imagery or tomography.
Containers: Our comprehensive product
range includes: containers and vessels for
the transport and storage of medical
isotopes, nuclear power plants radioactive
wastes, the transport or loading of fuel
transportation, or for measurement or
detection devices.
Lead assemblies: D’HUART INDUSTRIE
collaborate in the design process of its
customers and manufactures. This
includes full-line suppliers and operators,
lead elements and subcomponents for:
Glove Boxes, Hot cells, shielded hutches,
transfer elements for vessels, lead glass
window frames, remote handling casing,
Synchrotron or light sources hutches.
Duct and pipe shielding.
SOME REFERENCES
Research: CEA, CERN, ESRF, ILL…
Nuclear industry: AREVA TA, AREVA…
Production: EDF, GDF SUEZ…
Instrumentation: ASTRIANE, COMEX, MGP
Instruments…
Engineering : BOUYGUES, CEGELEC, CNIM,
DCNS…
Healthcare : CARESTREAM, CIS BIO…
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